
















Mobile records that Timing Advance data provides location estimates that are more specific than the 
cellular site/tower information associated with active communication captured in CDRs. The passively 
generated events of Timing Advance are generated by the device and the network “communicating” 
with one another continuously. As a result, it is not uncommon to have as many or more passive events 
from a Timing Advance dataset as there are active events in CDRs.  
 
Your Affiant analyzed the T-Mobile TA data and Facebook data attributed to Deontre along with the 
Verizon RTT data of the phone attributed to Tayanna from December 23rd and 24th, 2022 and noted the 
following; 
 

- On December 23, 2022, from approximately 3:20 p.m. to 3:34 p.m. the device attributed to 
Deontre HOLLIE is in the area of  house,  in 
Aurora Colorado. 
 

- At approximately 4:05 p.m. the device attributed to Deontre HOLLIE and the device attributed 
to Tayanna MANUEL are both in the area of  house,  in 
Denver Colorado. 
 

- At approximately 4:20 p.m. both devices then travel at approximately the same time to the area 
of the outdoor “gun range” south of East Jewell Avenue and East Yale Avenue in Aurora 
Colorado.  
 

- From approximately 4:36 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. both devices stay in the area of the gun range for 
approximately the same amount of time.  
 

- Both devices then leave the area of the gun range along approximately the same route and go to 
the area of  house, arriving at approximately 5:45 p.m.  
 

- At approximately 6:06 p.m. both devices leave the area of  house and 
travel west at approximately the same time. 
 

- From approximately 6:14 p.m. to 6:28 p.m. both devices are in the area of  
 house,  in Denver. Both devices leave the area 

southbound.  
 

- At approximately 6:33 p.m. both devices are in the area of 4699 North Kittredge Street. 
 

- At approximately 6:39 p.m. Tayanna’s device disconnects from the network. 
 

- At approximately 6:41 p.m. Deontre’s device begins to move north and then east of the 
Kittredge address. 
 

- Throughout the above listed time, Your Affiant was able to determine that the person in 
possession of the device belonging to Deontre Hollie was accessing data, making or receiving 
phone calls, and/or sending and receiveing SMS text messages. 
 



At approximately 6:42 p.m. is found with a gunshot wound to the head in the parking lot of 
4699 North Kittredge Street in Denver.  
 

- At approximately 6:44 p.m. Deontre’s device is in the area of 4927 Salida Street, where 
Tayanna’s body is found. A Honda CR-V in seen on surveillance camera from multiple angles 
entering the area driving northbound on Salida Street at the same time (pictured below).  

- At approximately 6:53 p.m. Deontre’s device is further north and east from where Tayanna’s 
body was found. Just before this, a Honda CR-V is seen on video driving eastbound on North 
Salida Street then south on North Telluride Street away from the area where Tayanna’s body 
was found (pictured below). The vehicle then turns east on GVR Boulevard. 

 

 
- At 7:03 p.m. Deontre’s device is in the area of  house. At approximately 

7:09 p.m. the device leaves the area southbound.  
 

- At approximately 7:15 p.m. the Deontre’s device is in the area of his house,  
in Denver. The device remains in this area throughout the night. 

 
- Deontre’s device remains in the area of his house throughout the early morning.  

 
At approximately 8:56 a.m.  calls 911 after locating the CR-V near East 46th Avenue 
and North Ceylon Street. Sometime later, while  is still on scene, a black male is observed 
entering the vehicle and leaving the area.  
 

- At 8:55 a.m. Deontre attempts multiple times to contact  via Facebook Messenger. 
 

- At approximately 9:26 a.m. Deontre’s device leaves the area of his house southbound. 







 Judge or Notary Public 
  
  

My commission expires:  
 
 




